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artillery, two of the unavoidable Adowa bits. But the man
who had really taken trouble and spent money—his own—
on his army was Makonnen : his twelve thousand were
armed as to eighty-five per cent.—extraordinary proportion
for Ethiopia—with modern rifles, and he had silver over to
buy fifty automatics besides. He had clothed his men
well. To talk to he was much more wooden, less soldierly
and less spirited, than Abebe, who lived in a lion atmosphere:
both were conscientious, both patriots in their own way.
Amde's machine-gun was, of course, the only one between
them.
Much later, there arrived upon the Jijiga scene four
German anti-tank guns of ultra-modern type, out of a
clutch of thirty-six imported by the Emperor for the whole
of Ethiopia. The Turks have described them to me as
magnificent: they ran on tyres, their calibre was thirty-
seven and they fired thirty sighted shots a minute. Forty-
six Ethiopians were trained to serve the battery up to
twenty-two sighted shots, and proved themselves quick
learners. The guns eventually went to Daggahbur, where
their variety would have fought their first war, if they had
ever been used. They were left behind in the retreat, for
lack of traction. To no Ethiopian advantage, they complete
the list of Ethiopian effectives.
The Italians meanwhile had posted a regiment at
Gorahai, according to Ethiopian information, with ad-
vanced battalion behind a spider-web of barbed-wire,
machine-gun nests and light artillery at the hill fort of
Gabridihari. The Dubats, later reinforced by whites, were
at Danan and Harradigit was occupied at the end of
December by between two hundred and three hundred
mixed Italian soldiers, who threatened Bulale and Awareh
from that junction of tracks through the thorn, and there-
fore were a continual eastern menace to Daggahbur.
Gorahai was an advanced air-base, where there were nearly
always planes.
But the Somali air-arm, so long as it did not use gas, did
little hurt to Ethiopian morale and none to Ethiopian
physique. At Daggahbur, the chief aerial target, trenches
were dug and the dry riverside undercut in the Tug Jerrei^
where there was shade. Here the soldiers and people of
Daggahbur rested secure after the first alarm had been

